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Dear Sir, 

 

I would like to have the special honor of speaking with you directly about our extraordinary project. 

 

The long suffering plight of the Palestinian people is of great concern to us, There can be peace between your people 

and the Israelis. It is absolutely possible to breakthrough to that realization. 

 

The most important issue in any conflict is the fact that the experts involved have been unable to accurately identify what 

would completely resolve the problem. Many people involved in this challenge have their beliefs in what it will take. And, 

the fact that the problem persists has shown that what is truly missing has yet to be identified.   

 

Many people over the years have hoped that someday diplomacy could become so effective that armed conflict could 

become a thing of the past. Our OIC Foreign Relations Breakthrough Project is about the pursuit of that possibility.  

 

The project involves advocating that foreign policymakers, negotiators, security strategists and others participate in short 

and powerful programs developed through ontology based research. Since the 1970s these extraordinary programs have 

had a consistent track record of unprecedented success where organizations around the world have been able to resolve 

current or longstanding serious issues. 

 

The programs will make it possible for officials to produce unprecedented major breakthrough results in any serious 

security, humanitarian or environmental challenge. This is despite obstacles believed to be overwhelmingly difficult.  

 

One of the most important aspects of the programs is that they dramatically expand the conscious awareness of 

participants. This is critically important because when highly skilled officials are having great difficulty preventing or 

resolving conflict or other serious challenges, this reflects the fact that their level of conscious awareness is not at a 

sufficient level where they would easily have the ability to recognize what’s missing and how to resolve such issues.  

 

The following are the type of results that participation could make possible.   

 

 The official-participants would be able to accurately identify critical issues continually bypassed. They would be 

the issues that are responsible for undermining their problem solving efforts.  

 

 Policymakers and negotiators would recognize the fact that there is always more than one valid assessment of 

the actions and words of adversaries. Thus policies would be revised so that they will be on track to produce 

constructive results.  

  

 Negotiators would substantially increase the effectiveness of their communication capabilities with difficult 

adversaries. This would put both parties on the same page setting the groundwork for developing ongoing 

cooperative relations. Long time adversaries can become serious allies.  

 

Important: Please do not delegate a third party or group to discuss this with me. Given the uncommon make-up of 

these resources simply reading about them or going through a delegated third party or group without my direct 

and immediate feedback will not work in this case. I am sending a document on delegating that explains the 

necessity of a direct discussion related specifically to this resource. This does not move well through third parties.  
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With admiration, profound concern and respect, I remain,  
 

Sincerely yours,  

AKeiser 
Arnold Keiser   

 

PS: I regret the passing of Mr. Erekat. I talked to him many times years ago. He was a great man. 

During this year I also have had the honor of speaking with Former Palestinian Prime Minister 

Sallam Fayyad. 
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